Evaluwise Version 1.3.0 Overview
Home Dashboard: The Home Dashboard has a new look.
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The first section (Figure 2) provides a count of all teachers that an administrator has access to
based on permissions, the count of all evaluations created during the current year, and some
useful tips.
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The center section (Figure 3) includes evaluation counts based on which evaluations you have
permission to access. These areas are clickable, allowing you to drill into the numbers and view
the evaluations. You have the option to filter this section by additional criteria and also have
the option to start a new evaluation by selecting the + button.
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The 3rd section provides notifications to the administrator. This lets you know when a teacher
has completed certain portions of the evaluations phase (Uploading artifacts and completing
forms. Additionally, EvaluWise® will use this section to notify you of upcoming maintenance or
version releases.
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New Features on the Teacher Tab:
The ability to see all evaluation types for a teacher when you select their name. You also have
the option to add a new evaluation from that screen by selecting the + button by each
evaluation type. Figure 5
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Additional features have been added under the Manage Teacher Button on the Teacher screen.
Also there is an option to bulk export teachers into a CSV file. The ability to import teachers into
EvaluWise is still there as well. Figure 6
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Manage Teachers allows you to select which teachers are active and will be evaluated for the
current school year as well as an option to archive a teacher which would hide teachers who
are no longer with your organization. The data for teachers that are archived will remain in
EvaluWise but be hidden from view in main teachers list. Figure 7
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You also have options on the top of the screen to filter this information as well as listing all the
teachers archived. Figure 8
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Evaluation Scripting Updates:
In version 1.3.0 you can now Edit and Pair the components with one click when scripting in
evaluations.
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In addition an option to use a simple selection method has been added. To set up simple
selection, go to Settings and select the Preferences Tab – Select Yes for – Classroom
Observation – Use Simple Selection Style. Figure 10
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This feature allows you to pair your scripting with all the components without clicking between
the domains. Figure 11
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Updates to the Teacher Dashboard:
Teachers Can View Rubrics: Teachers now have the ability to view the rubrics from the
Teacher dashboard.
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Teachers Can Save or Save & Submit a form: Teachers now have the option to save a form
and it will not submit it to the administrator. Once they have the form completed and ready
to send they can select the save & submit button and it will be sent to the administrator.
Figure 13
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Teachers can View Evidence: Teachers now have the ability to view scripting evidence on
the dashboard when Evaluators turn on the option. Figure 14
Evaluators can turn this on under the Teacher Access button on each evaluation.
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EvaluWise Administrator Options:
EvaluWise Administrators now have the option to Lock the ability for others to edit teachers as
well as adding new teachers. This feature is located under settings – On the right side of the
screen under Organization select the Options tab and Select Yes or No to turn this feature on or
off. Please Note only the EvaluWise Administrator has access to this feature. Figure 15
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Improved Form Setup in Rubrics:


Users can now drag and drop form questions to reorder them when configuring forms. Figure 16
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Click this button
words. Figure 17

to duplicate a question on a form and then edit to change one or two
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New Reports:
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Evaluation Counts – This report displays evaluation counts for each teacher and each
evaluation type. Figure 19
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Teacher Performance List by Level – This report displays a list of teacher in columns by
performance level. Figure 20
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Signed Summative List – This report displays a list of summative evaluations that have
been signed by the evaluator and teacher. Figure 21
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Teacher Performance Rating List Report - You now have the option to export the data
into a CSV file. Figure 22
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